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Best scrubs episodes reddit

S06E06 here, my musical. I actually sing the songs in this episode every time I get the chance-- Dr. Cox's song is what made me fall in love with the episode, and the main reason I've probably seen it more than 100 times now. The whole episode feels so structured, a perfectly balanced mix of comedy
and drama. What are your favorite episodes? Page 2Publicated byu /[eliminated]7 years ago 39 comments Recently, I finished seasons 1-8 of Scrubs and would like to see some of the episodes of all seasons again ... what are your favorites? Since I finished the series, I've been reading fiction... and I
read everything that isn't covered in terrible grammar or slash that it really, really wasn't meant to be. I'm in extreme need of bushes. Any suggestions of episodes to see again? Page 2 16 comments My absolute favorite is My Musical in Season 6 what else are very big episodesPage 2Publiced
byu/[eliminated]6 years ago 28 comments What are your first ten favorite episodes scrubs? It may be because it was the funniest, well written and/or most significant. For me my top ten are (10 being my favorite) :10. My nickname – I loved the interaction between J.D and Carla. It is also the beginning of
Carla's pet name for J.D... and I liked the movie Bambi.9. My last chance – It ends with Dr. Cox realizing why Denise is the way she is, is a real heart tugger. Losing a child is a pain that no parent should ever endure and Denise hides her pain through speaking out which is a common way that people try
to deal with pain.8. My fifteen seconds – The lesson here not only applies to the medical field, but life in general. Listening to someone can really help them from a dark place and in this case Jill had it pretty rough on her first appearance and went downhill from there.7. My Super Ego – We all have at
some point been overwhelmed with something and the only way we can get past it is to find the bits of silver lining to get us through the day. Of course, in Nick's case, this is a blow.6. My fifteen minutes - Dr. Cox's speech was amazing. We've all had those moments when we wanted recognition of our
work and see where we are in life. But this episode manages to open its eyes, which the assessments do not mean squat. Its about what you know about yourself. If you know its good then keep it in it and if you know your poor on something, then do something to fix it.5. My screw up - Dr. Cox breaks...
it's enough to say.4. My lunch - Dr. Cox breaks down ... Again.3. My Old Lady – This is the first time J.D is dealing with death of patients and does not seem to understand why they would accept it. Mrs Tanner makes a great point where people have to take time out for themselves and live life to the fullest
so they don't regret their hospital bed. Also R.I.P Kathryn Joosten.2. My end - The perfect way to wrap everything in bushes. Everyone says goodbye and the future of J.D is Brilliant. I love all the character cameos, the ending was sad but happy at the same time, plus Dr. Cox finally admits his feeling
about J.D. Now if they hadn't done season 9... Ugh... My brother on Art Thou – This is a fairly personal choice. The most shocking part was indeed the end (almost my entire list is about the endings), but this one hit a real cord with me. It's probably because I have a little brother and see how much Dan
really cares about J.D really came to me. Heck Dan stood up to Dr. Cox, which is a terrifying feat in itself. As an older brother myself I can relate to Dan, sacrifice my pride as an older brother and put people looking instead if it meant they would be happy in a job they always wanted. There is a recent post
about the saddest episodes... I thought I would counter with trying to find a list of the least sad I already did the sad episode thread, so now I'm going for more fun! Page 2 37 comments Hello guys, so I have a friend who I really want to get into this show and I was thinking of showing him one of the
episodes to get him hooked. My question to you is which? There are a lot of good episodes and I was thinking maybe going with My Two Parents but I want to hear the opinion of their guys! Page 2 15 comments 26 comments Page 2 26 comments No sad, obviously. Mine is S3 E08 My friend the Doctor.
Dr. Cox hurting his back should be the funniest thing about the show. Not to mention all the big jokes scattered throughout the Page 2 episode 13 comments I've been a long time fan of the show. Honestly, I couldn't tell you how many times I've seen the show again. FYI spoilers passed here... So I have
five candidates for best episode of Scrubs. Season 5 Episode 20, My Lunch, where we get to see the real emotions of Doctor Cox. Another obvious candidate is season 8 Episode 19, My Final Part 2. The third option is season 1 Episode 4, My Old Lady. The other two for best episode are season 6
Episode 14, My No Good Reason. The final choice for this is season 3 Episode 14, My Screw Up.I think first of all these are all fantastic episodes, but it's hard for me to make a clear cut winner for the biggest episode. Before everyone says, the ending is clearly the best episode of all time, please note that
it's the end. I think they did a wonderful job of pulling out, but with this show a bad ending would have been a tough job to do. So it seems to me that these episodes have the opportunity to be the best episode because of the surprise they all have, since none of them are even at the end of a season. If I
haven't missed you, if you don't mind I'll tell you why I think all of these have qualifications to fight for the biggest episode. First, the clearly obvious and probably front runner, The Final. I mean I can't even think about what to say other than crying every time. I mean that so beautiful and very emotional.
The use of ,Book of Love by Peter Gabriel is absolutely exceptional. It's just the perfect way to end the series and it's a great ending. Bringing back a good sum of the cast is a great move, of course, having it all just be an illusion. I think it was interesting diffusely and some of the people were starting the
flood gates. This episode could make an essay several thousand words about whether I wanted to, but I'll move on. As I said though, because it was the end that I want to have others in contention for the title. Then My Lunch is another pretty obvious use of crawling on our ropes. Again a great use of
music with The Frays, How to Save a Life. This one has several layers on it which is just amazing. Doctor Cox as we all know is so hard ass that he really cares. I always see this a two-step episode. The first was J.D.'s attempts at lunch with Doctor Cox, which eventually end with him eating with Crazy
Jill. We all know what happens and I think this has a chance because of the two staggered processes of decomposing Doctor Cox. The first he comforted J.D. and the second breaking into a rage and sadness. The third candidate is My Old Lady, an early episode, but it really set the tone for the series. I
think because it set the tone for the series you did you have a chance to be the best episode. That's a part of what I think makes many episodes of scrubs so amazing is the music being used. Well, any TV show or movies with great music and a great scene can be amazing, but Scrubs brought this to a
science. So using, Hallelujah is spectacular in making me cry. This was a special moment for J.D. and very well also Turk and Elliott as well. It symbolizes that they can prove their best, but sometimes it's out of their control. The fourth episode is My No Good Reason, this episode has a special place in
my heart for an example of Dr. Cox's humanity and how chance can land on both sides of the scale. In one of the interviews with the creators you hear them say that Lavern is the embodiment of the nurse who has been there a long time and seen a lot. You see this in an earlier episode where it looks
eye-catching when J.D has lost a patient and then she just wants me to give her the T.O.D. so she can come home. The episode after this J.D. tells her that she can finally return home, and Carla finds this tactic. I find it beautiful, but more than the importance of his death in J.D. and Carla. This is a
highlight of when Dr. Cox is at a loss for words, surprised by the unfortunate situation when he was finally beginning to believe that there may be a larger plan. The great struggle between his atheism and his openly expressive dependence in a way that Jesus. This one in my eyes can symbolize the
struggles of working in a hospital, that you can see how good and always see how things work well, stuff, when things go wrong hits hard. Another example of this is in Season 1, Episode 7, My Super Ego, where Nick Murdock closes. He doesn't know how to deal with the incredible heart breakdown of the
death of a seven-year-old boy. The way to deal with the tragedy of a hospital is a big reason for the series and why I feel this may be the best episode. The final episode of best episode is a popular choice for best episode. My Screw Up is just a very nice episode. Ben's death is only a huge loss on Dr.Cox
and he is clearly unable to process it. Every time I watch this episode I just want to hug Doctor Cox, and try to help him through that. There are many special moments in the Dr. Cox episode blaming J.D, J.D comforting him with a shoulder tap at the funeral. Ben is a symbol in his living in the moment,
among other things. Many things can be said about this terribly sad episode. Joshua Radin's winter is just a surprising touch throughout the time of the funeral. There's only so much I can say because again I could write a long essay on beauty and symbolism within the episode. I realize this is a long
question with some explanation, but seriously I can't decide which episode is the best or represents the series the best, which may be different things. Please let me know!! Page 2 34 comments
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